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Item 9. REGULATION FD DISCLOSURE. 

        On March 24, IHOP Corp. issued a press release announcing several strategic financial decisions, including a quarterly cash dividend of
$0.25 per share of common stock, which will be payable May 19, 2003 to stockholders of record as of May 1, 2003. A copy of the press release is
attached as Exhibit 99.1, and incorporated herein by reference.

        Also on March 24, 2003, IHOP Corp. held a conference call to discuss its strategic financial decisions. A copy of the prepared remarks of
management is attached as Exhibit 99.2, and incorporated herein by reference. A copy of the slide presentation accompanying management's
discussion during the conference call is attached as Exhibit 99.3, and incorporated herein by reference.

  
Item 7. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, PRO FORMA FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND EXHIBITS. 

(c) Exhibits

        The following exhibits are filed with this report:

Exhibit
Number

 

Description

99.1 Press release of Registrant, dated March 24, 2003.
99.2 Prepared remarks of management of Registrant for conference call held on March 24, 2003.
99.3 Slide presentation accompanying management's discussion during conference call held on

March 24, 2003.
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SIGNATURE 

        Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by
the undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

  IHOP CORP.



Date: March 24, 2003  By:  /s/  MARK D. WEISBERGER      

Mark D. Weisberger
Secretary
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EXHIBIT INDEX TO CURRENT REPORT ON FORM 8-K 

Exhibit
Number
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99.1 Press release of Registrant, dated March 24, 2003.
99.2 Prepared remarks of management of Registrant for conference call held on March 24, 2003.
99.3 Slide presentation accompanying management's discussion during conference call held on

March 24, 2003.
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Exhibit 99.1

  
IHOP CORP. DETAILS STRATEGIC FINANCIAL DECISIONS 

        GLENDALE, Calif., March 24, 2003—IHOP Corp. (NYSE: IHP) today announced that it has reached several strategic financial decisions
and adopted a plan designed to distribute cash to shareholders. The Company's new operating model is expected to begin generating substantial
positive free cash flows commencing in 2004. In recognition of the Company's reduced need for capital and anticipated improved cash generation,
the Board of Directors declared its first quarterly cash dividend of $0.25 per common share and indicated its intent to pay a recurring quarterly
dividend going forward. The dividend will be payable May 19, 2003 to shareholders of record as of May 1, 2003. Future dividend declarations will
be made at the discretion of the Board of Directors and will be based on such factors as the Company's earnings, financial condition, cash
requirements, future prospects and other factors.

        Julia A. Stewart, IHOP Corp. President and Chief Executive Officer, said, "We have taken into consideration what is right for the business
and our shareholders. We believe that the implementation of regular quarterly dividend payments is the most viable and attractive option we have
today with regard to returning cash to shareholders."

        After a review of its strategic alternatives, the Company has decided that implementing a recurring quarterly dividend and pursuing its
previously announced share repurchase program are the most cost-effective and beneficial ways to return cash to shareholders. The Company has
reviewed and considered a sale and monetization of approximately $200 million in receivables with a distribution of the proceeds to its
shareholders. Management and the Board have determined that these alternatives are not financially attractive due to associated high transaction
costs and insufficient returns for the Company and its shareholders.

        IHOP also reiterated its 2.6 million share repurchase authorization and indicated that it continues to monitor the market for its stock and
intends to effect purchases on the open market and in block transactions whenever it deems appropriate. Additionally, IHOP reaffirmed its EPS
guidance for fiscal 2003 of $1.55 to $1.70 per diluted share.

Sale or Monetization of Receivables

        The Company's management and Board of Directors reviewed the potential sale of its franchisee note and equipment lease receivables and
determined, for various reasons, that a sale is not a financially attractive alternative for the Company. The amounts suggested by third parties that
they would be willing to pay for the receivables were deemed by management to be inadequate. In addition, upon a sale of the receivables, IHOP
might incur an immediate significant tax liability. The sale of these receivables might also cause the Company to violate covenants under existing
debt instruments. In order to sell the receivables IHOP would be required to renegotiate or prepay these debt instruments and incur substantial
prepayment penalties. The combination of the inadequate suggested values and tax liability would yield net proceeds from a sale insufficient to
fund the resulting debt repayment obligation let alone allow for proceeds for a distribution to shareholders.

        Stewart concluded, "The sale of our receivables would have been subject to a significant discount, immediate tax liability and penalties under
existing debt instruments. The economics of such a transaction provide negligible upside to IHOP and our shareholders and is not a feasible
vehicle to return cash to shareholders."

        IHOP also researched the possibility of selling its direct financing receivables, or otherwise monetizing its rental income, and determined that
such a sale was not practical. The Company's direct financing receivables and rental income are encumbered by capital and operating lease
obligations. In order to effect a sale, IHOP would need to obtain, in many cases, consents from leaseholders and lessees and, in some cases,
modifications to the underlying leases. IHOP's management determined that

 

obtaining such consents and modifications would be cumbersome, time consuming and expensive and provide no guarantee of success.

        In lieu of a sale of receivables, management and the Board also explored raising incremental borrowings to fund a large, one time, distribution
to shareholders. This included a possible securitization of its receivables, as well as other forms of debt secured by such receivables. While the
Company has determined that it has the ability to raise additional borrowings, it decided that it would not be prudent, at this time, to incur
substantial incremental debt.

New Segment Reporting

        The Company also announced that effective with the publication of its first quarter 2003 10Q report, it will report its results across four key
segments of its business. This new segment reporting should be more transparent and help investors to better understand the Company's
business operations and results in light of its new operating model. The makeup of the four segments—Franchise Operations, Financing
Operations, Rental Operations and Company Operations—will be discussed in detail on the Investor Conference Call scheduled for Monday,
March 24, 2003.

Investor Conference Call

        IHOP Corp. will host an investor conference call to discuss its strategic financial plan today at 10:00 a.m. Eastern (7:00 a.m. Pacific). To
participate on the call, please dial (877) 356-3747 and ask to join the IHOP conference call. The Company will webcast a slide presentation to
accompany management's discussion, which can be accessed on the Investor Relations section of IHOP's Web site located at www.ihop.com.
Participants should allow approximately ten minutes prior to the call's start time to visit the site and download any streaming media software
needed to listen to the webcast and view the slide show. An audio replay of the call will be available by 1:00 p.m. Eastern and can be accessed
through March 31, 2003 by dialing (800) 642-1687 and referencing pass code 9327900. An online archive of the webcast and slide show will be
available approximately four hours following the live call.

About IHOP Corp.



        The IHOP family restaurant chain has been serving a wide variety of breakfast, lunch and dinner selections for 45 years. Offering more than
16 types of pancakes, as well as omelets, breakfast specialties, burgers, chicken and steaks, IHOP's diverse menu appeals to people of all ages.
IHOP restaurants are developed, operated and franchised by Glendale, California based IHOP Corp. As of December 31, 2002, there were 1,103
IHOP restaurants in the chain in 45 states and Canada. IHOP is publicly traded on the NYSE under the symbol "IHP." For more information, call
the Company's headquarters at (818) 240-6055 or visit the Company's Web site located at www.ihop.com.

Forward-Looking Statements

        There are forward-looking statements contained in this news release. They use such words as "may," "will," "expect," "believe," "plan," or
other similar terminology. These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the actual results
to be materially different than those expressed or implied in such statements. These factors include, but are not limited to: risks associated with
the implementation of the Company's new strategic growth plan, the availability of suitable locations and terms of the sites designated for
development; legislation and government regulation including the ability to obtain satisfactory regulatory approvals; conditions beyond IHOP's
control such as weather, natural disasters or acts of war or terrorism; availability and cost of materials and labor; cost and availability of capital;
competition; continuing acceptance of the International House of Pancakes brand and concepts by guests and franchisees; IHOP's overall
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marketing, operational and financial performance; economic and political conditions; adoption of new, or changes in, accounting policies and
practices; and other factors discussed from time to time in IHOP's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Forward-looking
information is provided by IHOP pursuant to the safe harbor established under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and should be
evaluated in the context of these factors. In addition, IHOP disclaims any intent or obligation to update these forward-looking statements.
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Exhibit 99.2

  
IHOP Corp.

Strategic Financial Alternatives Conference Call Script—FINAL 

Stacy Roughan—Management and Safe Harbor Introductions

        Good morning and thank you for joining us for IHOP's strategic financial alternatives conference call. Today, with us from management is
Julia Stewart, president and CEO, and Tom Conforti, CFO.

        Management's formal remarks will be accompanied by a slide presentation which is available on the company's website, www.ihop.com. If
you have access to the Internet and haven't already done so, please take a moment to bring up the presentation on your computer screen to follow
along with management's presentation.

        Before I turn the call over to management, I would like to remind you that today's conference call contains forward-looking statements as
noted in slide number two. These forward-looking statements include such words as "may," "will," "expect," "believe," "plan," or other similar
terminology. These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the actual results to be
materially different than those expressed or implied in such statements. These factors include, but are not limited to: risks associated with the
implementation of the company's new strategic growth plan, the availability of suitable locations and terms of the sites designated for
development; legislation and government regulation including the ability to obtain satisfactory regulatory approvals; conditions beyond IHOP's
control such as weather, natural disasters or acts of war or terrorism; availability and cost of materials and labor; cost and availability of capital;
competition; continuing acceptance of the International House of Pancakes brand and concepts by guests and franchisees; IHOP's overall
marketing, operational and financial performance; economic and political conditions; adoption of new, or changes in, accounting policies and
practices; and other factors discussed from time to time in IHOP's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Forward-looking
information is provided by IHOP pursuant to the safe harbor established under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and should be
evaluated in the context of these factors. In addition, IHOP disclaims any intent or obligation to update these forward-looking statements.

        Now, I'd like to turn the call over to Julia Stewart.

Julia Stewart—Introductory Remarks

        Thank you, Stacy and welcome everyone. I'm pleased to be here today to review our decision to return cash to our shareholders.

Moving to Slide 3...

        Let me quickly go over the agenda for today's call. First, we will provide an overview of the operating model transition which is now underway
at IHOP. Our new operating model provides significant financial benefits for our company and was an essential element in the decisions we
announce today. Then, we will walk you through the strategic alternatives we considered to determine the right financial choices for our company
and our shareholders. We will detail our decision to pursue an ongoing dividend and share repurchase as ways to return cash to shareholders.
Finally, we will provide an overview of our plans to introduce new segment reporting information beginning in the first quarter 2003.

Moving to Slide 4...

        When I came to IHOP, one of the first steps I took was to look at our company to determine the best ways to grow the business. From this
process, I decided to engage consultants I had worked with before—Mars & Co.—to evaluate various options. From our joint effort, management
and our Board made the decision to fundamentally change our operating model. As we announced in January, we

 

made the decision to transition from a company-financed development model to a traditional franchise model. This change will enable IHOP to
leverage our entrepreneurial base of franchisees and extend our franchising options to add additional restaurants to our system. Most importantly,
it will allow IHOP to focus on effectively growing the brand and providing improved operational support to our system. We believe this will lead to a
stronger business system for IHOP and our franchisees and create long-term shareholder value.

        We believe our new operating model has significant advantages for our investors. Our new model will generate positive, ongoing free cash
flow and improve our return on investment. This will allow us to re-deploy cash to support brand and operational efforts and to pursue other
strategic objectives.

Moving to Slide 5...

        As we indicated to you in the past, we have been working for some time to examine all of our strategic financial options. Our decision to pay
out an ongoing quarterly dividend was the best of several options we considered. Working with our bankers Salomon Smith Barney and Mars &
Co., we looked at a number of alternatives to distribute cash to shareholders. Let's go through the alternatives we considered:

        The first option was to "stay the course". We felt this was not an attractive option because our new operating model will provide for regular,
ongoing streams of cash flow. This, coupled with the elimination of capital expenditures associated with new restaurant development, would
generate free cash flow in the amounts of $40 to $50 million annually. We now believe it is a prudent time to begin to return cash to our
shareholders.

        In addition, we examined two major balance sheet monetization options—selling our receivables and securitizing our royalty revenue and
receivables. We have decided not to pursue these options. Tom will cover our rationale for these decisions in a moment.

        We did choose the option of an ongoing cash dividend. We did so largely because this allows us to return cash to shareholders while also



pursuing our business-building agenda and avoiding unhealthy levels of debt. We believe this combination is in the best interests of our
shareholders.

Moving to Slide 6...

        Taking into account all our options, we believe instituting a dividend payment combined with a continued share buyback program is the best
financial vehicle to return cash to our shareholders. Beginning in the second quarter of 2003, IHOP will pay its first quarterly dividend of $0.25 per
share on May 19, 2003 to shareholders of record May 1, 2003. It is the Board's intention to continue to pay dividends each quarter. With our
current level of shares outstanding, that amounts to over $20 million in cash annually returned to shareholders—a significant portion of the $40 to
$50 million in free cash flow that our core business will generate on an ongoing basis.

        Additionally, we will continue our share repurchase program under our current authorization to buyback 2.6 million shares. The share buyback
will be accomplished through open market purchases as well as block transactions.

        IHOP believes that this is the most viable, shareholder-friendly means to distribute cash. I am confident that this is the right decision for our
business and our shareholders.

        For more on that, I'd like to turn the call over to our CFO, Tom Conforti.
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Tom Conforti—Alternatives Overview and Segment Reporting

        Thanks. As Julia just said, we entered this process looking at what would be right for our shareholders and the business. After extensive
review with our banker and consultants, we decided on the path that Julia just described.

Moving to Slide 7...

        As she mentioned, we did consider all options. Let's look at one of the options—the sale of franchise fee and equipment receivables. We had
our banker market the receivables to likely third-party purchasers. The feedback we received was that the sale would require a large discount for
the transaction to be completed. It was apparent that these receivables were far more valuable to us than to a third party. Upon a sale of the
receivables, IHOP also would incur an immediate, significant tax liability. This tax liability would have dramatically reduced the amount of
proceeds available to shareholders. Finally, the sale of these receivables would have caused us to violate covenants under existing debt
instruments. In order to sell the receivables, we would have been required to prepay these debt instruments and incur substantial prepayment
penalties. Taking these factors into account, it became clear that a sale of the receivables was not feasible or desirable.

Moving to Slide 8...

        The second major monetization option we looked at was securitizing our royalty revenue and notes. We rejected this for a couple of very
important reasons. First, our leverage ratios would have increased substantially, reflecting our increased obligations. This would place IHOP
among the most highly leveraged public companies in the restaurant industry—and substantially above the norm.

        In addition to a substantially levered balance sheet, there were high economic costs associated with securitization. They included high
transaction costs associated with completing the deal as well as high prepayment penalties due to repayment of our existing debt.

Moving to Slide 9...

        Therefore, as Julia mentioned earlier, we have chosen to implement a quarterly dividend and pursue share repurchases. Starting in 2004, our
new operating model will generate substantial ongoing streams of cash, and an ongoing dividend payment reflects our confidence in our new
model. We will not only be able to return cash to shareholders, but also invest in critical business building activities, including brand and
operational initiatives as well as other strategic uses of cash. Our share buyback will provide us with another way to return cash to shareholders.

Moving to Slide 10...

        On our fourth quarter call, some of you requested additional visibility on our new operating model. We announce today that effective in the
first quarter 2003, IHOP will report our operating results across four key segments of the business. Let me take a moment to describe these
segments and the rationale behind their creation. These four segments include Franchise Operations, Financing Operations, Rental Operations and
Company Operations.

• Franchise Operations reflect our core business going forward and includes Royalty, Merchandise, Advertising and Core "Franchise"
Fee. As we shared in the past, royalties are equivalent to 4.4% of system sales. Merchandise reflects the revenue and costs
associated with the sale of pancake batter to restaurants and its margin approximates .65% to .7% of total system sales. Today,
advertising reflects the 3% of system sales that we collect from franchisees. This is a zero margin source of revenue as it is offset
completely by an equivalent spend. In developing our
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new segments, we wanted to establish the concept of a core franchising fee. This is equivalent to $50,000 per unit opened, whether
it was company developed or franchised developed.

• Financing Operations reflects the financing business we are exiting. The two major components of this segment include our
development/franchising component of our franchise fee—that amount of the fee greater than $50,000—plus the full amount of our
equipment receivable which averages $350,000 per unit and interest on franchise and equipment notes. We've disclosed that at the
end of 2002 the combined balance of franchise and equipment note receivable was $200 million with an average interest rate of



approximately 11%. On the cost side, it is largely the cost of the equipment, plus all interest expense not associated with capital
leases. 

• Rental operations include revenue from operating leases and interest income from direct financing leases. On the expense side, cost
includes rental expense on operating leases plus interest expense on capital leases, which average about 10% to 11%. This
basically offsets interest income on direct financing leases. The final cost component in this segment is depreciation associated with
leasehold improvements. 

• Company Operations reflects retail revenue and costs associated with company-operated restaurants.

        This new segment reporting reflects our mindset in running our business going forward and we hope it will give you greater visibility to our
company's performance.

Moving to Slide 11...

        We analyzed our business going forward using these new segments and wanted to share some of the findings from our analysis. In our core
scenario, we modeled our growth through 2007 and expect double-digit growth rates for Franchise Operations over that period due to overall
system growth, with unit and comp store growth assumptions as its key drivers. Over time, we anticipate our financing business will decline as
development/financing fees disappear after 2003 and interest on receivables declines as base receivables decline. Even though we will be adding
no new rents to our receivable position after 2003, we anticipate modest growth in our rental operations going forward due to built in escalation
clauses in existing rent deals. All of these trends are based on our core operating scenario and don't reflect the use of substantial cash balances
that will be generated by our business. We believe this represents a source of financial upside to these projections.

        Now, I'd like to turn the call back to Julia.

Julia Stewart—Q&A Wrap Up

        Thanks, Tom. And one last note... Today, we also reaffirmed our fiscal 2003 EPS guidance, which we expect to be between $1.55 and
$1.70.

        I hope the detail we have reviewed with you today provides you with a deeper understanding of all the components we took into consideration
prior to making today's announcement. We are very excited about our ability to return cash to shareholders and hope you share in our enthusiasm.
We have a lot of work ahead of us in this transition year. But, with our new operating model and strong financial position, I'm confident in our ability
to create increasing value to our shareholders and realize our vision to become number one in family dining.

        Now, we'd be pleased to answer any questions you might have. Operator?

Julia Stewart—Closing

        Thank you for joining today's conference call. Should you have any additional question, please feel free to call Tom or me directly. Thank
you.
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Strategic Financial Alternatives

Investor Conference Call
March 24, 2003 

1

Forward-looking Statements

        There are forward-looking statements contained in this presentation. They use such words as "may," "will," "expect," "believe," "plan," or
other similar terminology. These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the actual results
to be materially different than those expressed or implied in such statements. These factors include, but are not limited to: risks associated with
the implementation of the Company's new strategic growth plan, the availability of suitable locations and terms of the sites designated for
development; legislation and government regulation including the ability to obtain satisfactory regulatory approvals; conditions beyond IHOP's
control such as weather, natural disasters or acts of war or terrorism; availability and cost of materials and labor; cost and availability of capital;
competition; continuing acceptance of the International House of Pancakes brand and concepts by guests and franchisees; IHOP's overall
marketing, operational and financial performance; economic and political conditions; adoption of new, or changes in, accounting policies and
practices; and other factors discussed from time to time in IHOP's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Forward-looking
information is provided by IHOP pursuant to the safe harbor established under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 and should be
evaluated in the context of these factors. In addition, IHOP disclaims any intent or obligation to update these forward-looking statements.
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Conference Call Agenda

• Overview of operating model 

• Strategic financial alternatives

        —    Ongoing Dividend and Share Repurchase

• New segment reporting

3

Significant Shareholder Advantages



         

4

Determining the Right Financial Model—Alternatives Considered

         

5

Returning Cash to Shareholders

         

6

Alternatives Rejected: Sale of Franchise Fee and Equipment Receivables

• Third-party discount 

• Significant tax liability limiting proceeds to shareholders 



• Repayment of debt including significant prepayment penalties
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Alternatives Rejected: Securitization of Royalties and Receivables

• Substantially increased balance sheet leverage

        —    Among the most highly leveraged in restaurant industry

• High economic costs associated with transaction

        —    Transaction costs

        —    Prepayment penalty
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Benefits of Ongoing Dividend and Share Repurchase

• New operating model will generate substantial ongoing streams of cash.

        —    Ongoing payment reflects confidence in our operating model.

• Enables company to both return cash to shareholders and invest in business-building agenda. 

• Share repurchases provide another vehicle to return cash to shareholders.
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Segment Reporting Rationale

  

Franchise
Operations

 

Financing
Operations

 
Rental Operations

 

Company
Operations

Rationale  Our "core" business
going forward

 The business we
are exiting

 The non-growing
business

 The Company's
restaurant
operations

Components  •  Royalty
•  Merchandise
•  Advertising
•  "Franchise" fee

 •  "Development"
component of
franchise fee
•  Interest on
franchise and
equipment notes

 •  Revenue from
operating leases
•  Interest from
capital leases

 •  Retail revenue
from Company
operated
restaurants.
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Segment Reporting Expectations

• Core Franchise Operations are projected to grow at double digit rates through 2007 reflecting growth in overall system

        —    Unit growth and comp store growth assumptions are key drivers.

• Our financing business declines in segment profit as "Development" component of franchise fee disappears after 2003 and interest
on receivables declines as base receivable declines. 

• Even though we will be adding no new rents to our receivable position after this year, modest growth is expected due to the built in
escalation clauses in existing rent deals.
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Question and Answer Session
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Strategic Financial Alternatives
Investor Conference Call

March 24, 2003
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